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Abstract—In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel technique for true random number generation using commercial off-the-shelf Flash memory. Flash memory cells are known to exhibit thermal noise and random telegraph noise during sensing of their threshold voltage. In order to extract this inherent noise properties of the Flash memory bits through a standard digital Flash memory interface, we utilize the program disturb and read noise characteristics, which are fundamental properties of all NAND Flash memory arrays. The proposed technique is experimentally demonstrated and evaluated using state-of-art Flash memory chips. The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed technique enables extraction of high quality, high throughput, controllable (or tunable), and temperature- and aging-tolerant random bits. The random bits generated by the proposed technique pass all tests in the National Institute of Standards and Technology statistical test suite. The advantages of the proposed technique are as follows: 1) it is cost-effective as it does not require any special circuitry or hardware modification; 2) it is tolerant to aging and temperature effects; 3) it is easy to implement in software and to deploy through software updates; and 4) it is widely applicable to all electronic devices utilizing modern NAND Flash memory chips.

Index Terms—NAND flash memory, program disturb, random telegraph noise (RTN), true random number.

I. INTRODUCTION

RANDOM numbers are the cornerstone of many cryptographic primitives and secure communication protocols. Pseudorandom number generators, typically used in modern systems due to their high throughput and ease of implementation, cannot provide true randomness and hence are vulnerable to cyber-attacks [1]. True random number generators (TRNGs) can provide true randomness, but their speed is typically low and their implementation remains too complex for many practical applications. Over the last few years, there have been several proposals of TRNGs that rely on some physical processes, such as radioactive decay, single photon optical processes, Brownian motion, clock jitters, noise in electronics devices, and others. However, the complexity involved in randomness extraction from such sources often makes the proposed TRNGs impractical for many emerging applications that rely on resource-constrained systems (e.g., Internet-of-Things and sensor networks). Such systems would greatly benefit from low-cost, easily implementable, robust, high-speed TRNGs.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique to extract true random numbers utilizing the program disturb and read noise characteristics of commercially available Flash memory cells. Read operations in Flash memory involve sensing the threshold voltage of floating gate transistors (or FG-MOSFET), which are either at programmed (high $V_t$ and bit “0”) or erased state (low $V_t$ and bit “1”). It is well known that $V_t$ of an FG-MOSFET fluctuates due to noise, such as random telegraph noise (RTN) and thermal noise [2]–[6]. A typical design of Flash memory provides enough voltage margin between the erased and programmed states in order to fight against the noise during a read operation. We utilize the program disturb characteristics of Flash memory in order to override the voltage margin, which ensures that more bits exhibit noisy behavior during read operations. We develop an algorithm for automatic selection of bits with noisy behavior and subsequent conversion of their noise characteristics into a stream of random binary bits.

The notion of electronic hardware-based random number generators is not new and has been extensively studied over the last few years. For example, many FPGA-based TRNGs utilize the logical state unpredictability of metastable flipflops [7]–[12]. Similarly, DRAM-based TRNGs utilize the memory-specific properties, such as memory cells’ remanence effect [13], or access time variation caused by refresh cycles [14]. The other interesting TRNG proposals include an oscillator-based TRNG [15], a technology-independent TRNG [16], a portable TRNG using smartphone camera [17], a TRNG based on hot-carrier injection-balanced metastable sense amplifiers [18], and TRNGs based on switching instability in emerging memory technologies, such as resistive random access memory [19]–[23], spin transfer-torque magnetic memory [24], [25], phase change memory [26], and carbon nanotube-based memory [27]. All the proposed TRNGs represent a great advancement in the field and meet the required application-specific requirements. However, there remains a few important downsides to most of these TRNG constructions. First, some require specific hardware or dedicated circuitry to extract the randomness from the physical entities.
on the device. Second, the throughput of TRNGs is generally relatively low. Third, the implementation of some of the proposed TRNGs requires few system-prohibited or inconvenient operations, such as hardware reset and power on cycle.

Utilizing the commercial off-the-shelf Flash memory as a TRNG has several advantages compared with many existing TRNGs. First, utilizing Flash memory as a TRNG makes the proposal widely accessible in many applications. Currently, Flash memory is widely used in electronics gadgets, such as USB memory sticks, SD memory cards, microcontrollers, smartphones, and solid-state drives of modern laptop and desktop computers. Second, the random number extraction technique outlined in this paper does not require any hardware change or any specific circuit design or any system-prohibited (or privileged) operation, such as hardware reset or power on cycle. Hence, it can be implemented as system software or firmware updates in electronic devices that contain a Flash memory chip. Third, the quality of the random bits from Flash memory will not be compromised at different temperatures or with aging of the device, because read-noise exists at wide temperature ranges and in worn out memory blocks.

The Flash-based TRNG proposal in this paper is not the first of its kind. Wang et al. [28] previously proposed Flash-based TRNG that utilizes the RTN. However, our proposal improves the Flash-based TRNG as follows. First, Wang et al. utilized partial programming technique to force the memory cells into an unreliable state which can be affected by noise. Partial programming requires precise control of program time by issuing RESET commands to halt the Flash programming at right time that is chip-specific. Our technique hinges upon the utilization of program disturb characteristics by repeated programming of the same page. The number of repeated program cycles can be easily controlled and calibrated by software for all Flash technologies or manufacturers. Second, the proposal by Wang et al. requires periodic refresh operation for identifying RTN bits due to finite data retention property of flash memory bits. Our technique does not require any periodic refresh as it is not dependent on a fixed set of RTN bits. Third, throughput from our technique is much higher than from the method proposed by Wang et al. as our proposal requires minimal setup time. The repeated programming is done only once. Once the memory is set up to the unreliable state, it remains unreliable for more than data retention time limit which is more than ten years at room temperature (RT). Over the time, some specific noisy bits may disappear; however, new bits appear to show noisy characteristics so that the total number of noisy bits remains unchanged. Hence, unlike the previous method, we do not need to refresh periodically the programmed bits.

The key contributions in this paper are as follows.

1) We introduce a novel TRNG that utilizes the program disturb characteristics of Flash memory to upset the memory states to an unreliable one in order to facilitate the extraction of noise from the Flash bits.

2) The proposed TRNG is: a) cost-effective, as it does not require any special circuitry or hardware modification; b) easy to implement in software and deploy through software or firmware updates; and c) widely applicable to many electronic gadgets which already use Flash memory for data storage.

3) The proposed method is found to be robust against temperature and aging.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the background on the Flash memory cells with emphasis on read noise and program disturb characteristics. Section III outlines the step-by-step procedure to generate random numbers. Section IV discusses the experimental results for the proposed technique on Flash chips by evaluating the randomness of the generated random bits using the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) test suite. We also provide program disturb and noise characteristics data at various temperature and aging conditions to support the robustness of our algorithm. Finally, Section V concludes this paper and discusses different application scenarios.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF FLASH MEMORY

A. Device Structure and Operation of Flash Memory Cell

The device structure of a floating gate Flash memory cell (FG-MOSFET) is shown in Fig. 1(a) and its $I–V$ characteristics in Fig. 1(b). It is essentially to have an MOSFET
transistor with an additional conducting or charge trap layer insulated between the control gate and the channel. Information or binary bits are stored in the form of electric charges on the floating gate (or the charge trap layer). Flash memory offers three basic operations: program, erase, and read. During program operation, charges are injected into the floating gate from the transistor channel by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling through the tunnel oxide. After programming, electron density or negative charges rises on the floating gate, increasing the threshold voltage of the FG-MOSFET. This programmed state of the memory cell represents the binary bit “0” in single bit per cell (SLC) technology. The cells are erased by applying a high positive voltage on the substrate of the transistors while the control gate is grounded. This erased state will have lower $V_t$ and it represents logic “1.” During read operation, a fixed “read reference voltage” ($V_{REF}$), which is lower than the programmed voltage, is applied on the control gate. Based on $V_t$ of the transistor, whether the cell conducts current or not will be sensed as bit “1” or “0,” respectively, by the sense circuitry of the Flash memory.

The memory cells are organized in a memory chip as multiple 2-D arrays known as Flash blocks as shown in Fig. 1(c). The cells in each row of a block are electrically connected through a single word line (WL), which acts as the control gate of individual FG transistors. Each column in a block is connected to a different bit line (BL). Each block consists of multiple WLS (typically 32–64 per block) which correspond to different page addresses. Read and program operations are performed at the page granularity, whereas erase is performed at the block granularity.

B. Program Disturb

Program disturb is the phenomena of unintentional programming of the erased cells during the program operation. In a NAND memory array, the program operation is performed on all the bits in a page at the same time. However, based on the user data, some cells will be programmed and some cells will remain erased. The distinction between programmed and erased cells is done through different BL voltages as shown in Fig. 2(a). BLs of the programmed cells remain grounded during programming, pulling down their channel potential to 0 V, which enhances programming efficiency. On the contrary, high voltage is applied on the BLs corresponding to the erased cells, which turns off the select transistors of the NAND chain and forces the channel potential to float up at higher voltage through coupling with voltages on unselected WLS. This methodology is called “self-boosting” which inhibits programming of the erased cells.

Even with channel boosting, unintentional (weak) program- ming may take place on erased cells due to loss of boosting potential through any leakage path of the FG-transistor network (e.g., fabrication preexisting defects). If we repeatedly program the same page with the same data, the program disturb effect will add up cumulatively on the erased cells and it will show up as error bits after a certain number of repeated programming cycles. In this proposal, we utilize this effect in order to bring the Flash memory into an unreliable state so that we can extract noise property from the error bits.

C. Read Noise

Read operation involves sensing of threshold voltage. During sensing, a “sense voltage” is applied on the BLs and $V_{REF}$ is applied on the control gate (or WL) of the selected page. All other unselected WLS are biased at high voltage. Current will flow from the BL to the ground through the bits whose $V_t < V_{REF}$. As shown in Fig. 2(b), $V_{REF}$ is chosen in between the erased and programmed state distributions, so that there is enough margin to correctly identify the bit states.

During the sensing operation, cell current fluctuates due to thermal noise or RTN, which may cause false identification of the erased cell as programmed cell or vice versa. In this paper, we refer to “read noise” as a combination of thermal noise and RTN, since both coexist in all practical Flash memory chips. Thermal noise is white noise generated by the thermal agitation of the charge carriers and it exists in nearly all electronic devices. RTN is usually caused by the random trapping and detrapping of charge carriers at semiconductor–oxide interfaces. In Flash memory, the defects that cause RTN are located in the tunnel-oxide near or at the interface of Si-channel surface through which read current flows. The amplitude of noise fluctuation in current/voltage due to RTN is inversely proportional to the gate area. As Flash memory cells scale down, RTN effects become relatively stronger and their impact on the $V_t$ distribution of memory cells can be significant as reported in the recent literature.

III. Algorithm for Random Number Generation

In order to observe the noise characteristics of Flash memory bits using digital interface, the absolute $V_t$ of the cell needs to be close enough to the read reference voltage. In a typical memory operation, there remains large enough voltage margin, which hides such $V_t$ fluctuation due to noise. However, in this paper, we perturb the absolute $V_t$’s of the erased cells by utilizing program disturb characteristics, which in effect, shift up $V_t$ of the erased cell close to the read reference voltage. This allows us to observe the noisy behavior of the Flash memory bits during multiple read operations of the same page.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates our proposal for the extraction of randomness from the SLC Flash memory cell’s physical
properties. The same algorithm with a slight modification is applicable to the multi-level cells (MLCs) Flash memory technology and is discussed further at the end of this section. The first step in our algorithm is to erase a Flash block and write the checkerboard data pattern to a selected page of the block. The programming operation is repeated on the same page (the same data) without erase operation to cause program disturb on the erased cells. Hence, some of the erased cells will flip their state (“1” → “0”) which will increase the fail bit count (FBC) for that page. These bit flips are illustrated by arrows between the first and the second row in Fig. 3(a).

With this unreliable memory state [second row in Fig. 3(a)] if we keep reading the page data repeatedly (e.g., \(N\) times), we find that some bits remain at the failed state for all \(N\) read operations. These permanently failed bits experience much worse program disturb, so that their \(V_t \gg V_{REF}\). There is another group of bits that remain at their correct state for all \(N\) read operations. Both of these groups of bits are not useful for noise extraction. However, there is a third group of bits which changes their state during read operations due to noise [marked with dashed rectangle in Fig. 3(a)]. Physically, these bits’ \(V_t \sim V_{REF}\). Hence, slight noise (both RTN and thermal) affects their state during read operations and causes their state fluctuation. Fig. 3(b) shows the measured read-state fluctuation of one such noisy bit as a function of continuous read number. In the following, we describe the steps (including preconditioning steps) to generate true random numbers using SLC Flash memory.

1) Erase a Flash memory block.
2) Program a page of the block with the checkerboard data pattern.
3) Perform repeated programming on the same page with the same data pattern till the FBC reaches a desired threshold value. This step ends the preconditioning part.
4) Read the page \(N\) times and identify the noisy bits. One identification scheme is to sum the read values of individual bits. Discard the bits whose sum value (\(S\)) is either 0 or \(N\). Bits with sum value, \(0 < S < N\), are the noisy bits.
5) From each noisy bit, extract bits for the true random number. In this paper, we extract “0” if \(S\) is even, else extract “1.”
6) Perform Von Neumann debiasing.

The steps 4–6 are repeated as many times as new random bits are needed. For MLC Flash memory, the above-mentioned algorithm remains the same, except steps 2 and 3. For MLC Flash memory, every WL is shared by two pages (MSB-page containing MSB bits and LSB-page containing LSB bits). Since two logical pages are physically tied with the same WL, repeated programming on one page affects the bits of the other page. In this paper, we first program both the LSBS and MSB pages of the same WL and perform program stress on only the LSBS page. Program stress on the LSBS page causes program disturb on the MSB page. The remaining steps for noise extraction remain the same as mentioned previously with unreliable memory bits on the MSB page.

### IV. Experimental Results and Discussion

A commercial Flash memory evaluation board is used to program and read the Flash chips. The board contains a socket to hold a Flash chip under test, an ARM microprocessor to issue commands and receive data from the Flash chip, and a serial interface. The proposed algorithm has been ported on the development board. The setup represents typical embedded platforms, such as USB flash drives and sensor nodes.

#### A. Program Disturb Characterization

Program disturb in a Flash memory chip is characterized by the number of erased to programmed bit flips (or FBC) due to repeated programming operation of the page. Fig. 4 shows the program disturb characteristics (blue curve) of both SLC [Fig. 4(a)] and MLC [Fig. 4(b)] Flash memory chips as a function of the number of repeated programming operations on the same page. Page size is 2 kB for the SLC chip and 8 kB for the MLC chip. Due to program disturb, programmed cells are not typically affected; however, some of the erased cells get programmed causing “1” → “0” bit flips, which is measured as FBC. As illustrated in the figure, we find that the MLC Flash chip requires fewer program operations than the SLC chip to disturb the memory states. This is expected, since the voltage margin between the erased and programmed states in the MLC chip is significantly lower than in the SLC chip. In addition, the FBC due to program disturb on the MLC chip is higher than in the SLC chip. A higher FBC on the MLC chip is partly due to larger page size and partly due to different modes of programming in the SLC and MLC chips. For both, we observe that FBC saturates for very high number of repeated programming operations which is due to the limited...
number of erased bits in a page. In general, the FBC count as a function of program stress is highly dependent on the manufacturing process and it will vary for Flash chips from different vendors.

The red curves in Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the noisy bit count in the same memory page. The number of noisy bits per page is a very important quantity for the TRNG application. The higher the number of noisy bits in a page, the higher is the throughput. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the number of noisy bits in a memory page increases as the number of repeated programming operations increases. This can be explained as follows. The repeated programming stresses the erased state $V_t$ distribution, so its median moves up in the vicinity of read reference voltage [see Fig. 2(b)]. In this situation, there is a large number of erased bits with $V_t$ so close to the read reference voltage that noise can affect their sensed state.

Finally, we generate a stream of random bits of length 1 000 000, using the noisy bits’ toggling characteristics as illustrated in algorithm steps described in Section III. For the noisy bit identification, we perform “N” repeated read operations of the same page. In this paper, we choose $N = 20$, since from Fig. 5(a), we find that the noisy bit count almost saturates after $N = 20$. We utilize the same memory page repeatedly to generate a large stream of random bits. More specifically, if we identify $m$ noisy bits in $N$ consecutive read operations of the same page, then we get $m$ random bits in that trial. We repeat the read operations on that page for another $N$ times to get the next $m$ (or close to $m$) random bits. Note that the exact location of noisy bits may change between the first and the second trial, since new noisy bits can appear as we read in the subsequent trials and at the same time, few previously identified noisy bits may disappear as well. We present the generated true random bits as a 2-D image in Fig. 5(b) for better illustration. We find almost the same number of zeros and ones in the generated random bit stream.

B. Randomness Analysis Using NIST Test Suite

In order to evaluate the randomness of the bits produced by the Flash-TRNG, we utilize the NIST Test Suite, a statistical package consisting of different types of tests to evaluate the randomness of binary sequences. Table I describes the test results for the random numbers generated by our algorithm. Each statistical test calculates a P-value that shows the randomness of the given sequences based on that test. If $P$-value $\geq 0.0001$, then the sequence can be considered as uniformly distributed [29]. Note that some of the tests, such as overlapping template, random excursions, and random excursions variant, consists of several individual tests. We report the least $P$-value out of several internal tests for them. We have generated five different random sequences each consisting of $10^6$ random bits. As shown in Table I (proportion), the random sequences pass all the NIST tests indicating excellent randomness property of the proposed TRNG.

C. Aging and Temperature Effect

We analyze the effects of aging [typically quantified by program–erase (PE) cycle count] on the noise characteristics of Flash bits in Fig. 6(a) which shows that the noisy bit count in a page increases with an increase in the number of PE operations. In general, the RTN of a Flash memory bit depends on the defect or trap density in the tunnel oxide or at the interface between the tunnel oxide and the channel Si [2]–[6]. With higher number of PE cycling, the defect density increases which causes higher bits to show noisy behaviors. We also explore the effects of temperature in the range of 85 °C [high temperature (HT)] to −10 °C [low temperatures (LTs)] on the noise characteristics in Fig. 6(b). Interestingly, the noisy bit
count is not significantly affected by temperature lowering as shown in Fig. 6(b). In fact, previous studies [30] show that the RTN behavior, which is one of the main noise sources during read, continues even at extremely LTs. The results in Fig. 6(b) thus ensure that the proposed TRNG is robust against the temperature variation.

D. Throughput Analysis

The throughput from the proposed TRNG depends on flash memory’s read time ($t_R$) of a page and the number of noisy bits ($B_N$) identified (or available) in that page during the $N$ read operations of the same page as discussed in the algorithm section. As such, the following formula can be used for throughput estimation:

$$\text{Throughput} = \frac{B_N}{N \times t_R}.$$  

For, Micron MLC chip, we found $t_R = 100\mu s$. From our characterization, we found $B_N > 2000$ page for page size 8 kB and $N = 20$ is used in our algorithm. Thus, using above-mentioned formula, we can see that TRNG throughput exceeds $1$ Mbits/s, which is significantly higher than the previous work [28].

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new method for hardware true random number generation using the program disturb and read noise characteristics of unmodified commercial off-the-shelf Flash memory. The method outlined in this paper can be implemented with standard digital interface without any need of customized hardware design. Since Flash memory is widely used, the proposed method can be utilized in many of the existing electronic devices. The generated random bits are tested with the NIST statistical tests and the results clearly show that the Flash-TRNG is a promising candidate for cryptographic systems. We also tested the aging effects of memory on the TRNG performance and found the technique to be robust with aging. The proposed technique also remains unaffected under measured (85 °C to −10 °C) temperature changes.
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